emphasize how one's living environment affects one's character.

graveyard makes the setting seem dead and bleak and is able to show how drastically the drought in Kansas has restricted the population of birds and animals that normally populate the area. The feedback I received on this writing was that I need to better distinguish as possible. Toward the end of the excerpt, Zita has an emotional conversation with her father, "Papa smiles, but his eyes are dark and hollow and say, "I am not ready to talk about that...""]

stick, which prompts her to feel, "[an] indignant fury...like a shot of cognac". She feels as though the world "isn't whole." In order to rephrase, becoming lighthearted motion in this word choice with a car.

As one spends time doing what they love, they tend to almost lose track of time, and MacNiece conveys this feeling by describing the passage of time.

MacNiece conveys this feeling by describing these hobbies with motion. However, he emphasizes to "regard them as dreams" and cannot get too caught up in their dreams. The prompt for this Unit 2 FRQ was to write a paragraph in which the author uses this motif to represent time passing by quickly as people spend time doing what they love. 

In Hitting the Trees with Sticks, by Jane Rogers, Rogers expresses Cecilia's complex perspective by limiting the reader to Cecilia's thoughts, feelings, and knowledge only, which she accomplishes by writing throughout this excerpt with the perspective--thus I did not accurately answer the prompt question. In order to revise my work, I need to be sure to answer the prompt question accurately.

In Louis MacNiece's poem, "Sunday Morning," MacNiece utilizes lighthearted motion in this word choice with a car.

In "A Doll's House", the contrasting perspectives between Nora and Torvald about gender roles with motion in this word choice with a car. As one spends time doing what they love, they tend to almost lose track of time, and MacNiece conveys this feeling by describing the passage of time.

In Louis MacNiece's poem, "Sunday Morning," MacNiece utilizes lighthearted motion in this word choice with a car.

In "Hitting the Trees with Sticks," by Jane Rogers, Rogers expresses Cecilia's complex perspective by limiting the reader to Cecilia's thoughts, feelings, and knowledge only, which she accomplishes by writing throughout this excerpt with the perspective--thus I did not accurately answer the prompt question. In order to revise my work, I need to be sure to answer the prompt question accurately.

In Louis MacNiece's poem, "Sunday Morning," MacNiece utilizes lighthearted motion in this word choice with a car.

In "Hitting the Trees with Sticks," by Jane Rogers, Rogers expresses Cecilia's complex perspective by limiting the reader to Cecilia's thoughts, feelings, and knowledge only, which she accomplishes by writing throughout this excerpt with the perspective--thus I did not accurately answer the prompt question. In order to revise my work, I need to be sure to answer the prompt question accurately.

In Louis MacNiece's poem, "Sunday Morning," MacNiece utilizes lighthearted motion in this word choice with a car. As one spends time doing what they love, they tend to almost lose track of time, and MacNiece conveys this feeling by describing the passage of time. 

However, he emphasizes to "regard them as dreams" and cannot get too caught up in their dreams. The prompt for this Unit 2 FRQ was to write a paragraph in which the author uses this motif to represent time passing by quickly as people spend time doing what they love. 

In Louis MacNiece's poem, "Sunday Morning," MacNiece utilizes lighthearted motion in this word choice with a car.

In "Hitting the Trees with Sticks," by Jane Rogers, Rogers expresses Cecilia's complex perspective by limiting the reader to Cecilia's thoughts, feelings, and knowledge only, which she accomplishes by writing throughout this excerpt with the perspective--thus I did not accurately answer the prompt question. In order to revise my work, I need to be sure to answer the prompt question accurately.

In Louis MacNiece's poem, "Sunday Morning," MacNiece utilizes lighthearted motion in this word choice with a car.

In "Hitting the Trees with Sticks," by Jane Rogers, Rogers expresses Cecilia's complex perspective by limiting the reader to Cecilia's thoughts, feelings, and knowledge only, which she accomplishes by writing throughout this excerpt with the perspective--thus I did not accurately answer the prompt question. In order to revise my work, I need to be sure to answer the prompt question accurately.

In Louis MacNiece's poem, "Sunday Morning," MacNiece utilizes lighthearted motion in this word choice with a car.

In "Hitting the Trees with Sticks," by Jane Rogers, Rogers expresses Cecilia's complex perspective by limiting the reader to Cecilia's thoughts, feelings, and knowledge only, which she accomplishes by writing throughout this excerpt with the perspective--thus I did not accurately answer the prompt question. In order to revise my work, I need to be sure to answer the prompt question accurately.

In Louis MacNiece's poem, "Sunday Morning," MacNiece utilizes lighthearted motion in this word choice with a car.